In some recent investigations involving certain differential operators for a general family of Lagrange polynomials, Chan et al. encountered and proved a certain summation identity for the Lagrange polynomials in several variables. In the present paper, we derive some generalizations of this summation identity for the Chan-Chyan-Srivastava polynomials in several variables. We also discuss a number of interesting corollaries and consequences of our main results.
Introduction
The familiar (two-variable) polynomials g .Þ;þ/ n .x; y/ generated by Kung-Yu Chen, Shuoh-Jung Liu and H. M. Srivastava [2] defined by (see, for example, Szegö [ The relationship (1.3) can be used in order to deduce numerous properties and characteristics of the (two-variable) Lagrange polynomials from those of the classical Jacobi polynomials.
Recently, a multivariable extension of the Lagrange polynomials in (1.1), generated by was introduced and investigated systematically by Chan et al. [2] . Here and subsequently we employ the abbreviations α and x for Þ 1 + · · · + Þ r and x 1 + · · · + x r , respectively. Later we introduce also n for n 1 + · · · + n r . See also several further developments relating to the Chan-Chyan-Srivastava polynomials by (for example) Altın et al. [1] and Erkuş et al. ([5] and [6] ).
For the Chan-Chyan-Srivastava polynomials in (1.4), the following explicit representation holds true [2, Page 140, Equation (6)]:
where
denotes the Pochhammer symbol (or the shifted factorial). It is known also that [2, Page 146, Equation (34)]
; N := {1; 2; 3; · · · } ; [3] Some new results for the Lagrange polynomials in several variables 245 which, for n = 0, corresponds obviously to the defining equation (1.4) . Here, and in what follows, S.n; k/ denotes the Stirling numbers of the second kind, defined by
and
Ž m;n being the Kronecker symbol.
The main object of this sequel to the aforementioned investigations is to derive a number of generalizations of the summation identities for a family of Jacobi and related hypergeometric polynomials, which were proven recently by (for example) Chen and Srivastava [3] . We also present several interesting corollaries and consequences of our main results.
A set of main results
We begin by stating and proving a number of useful identities involving the ChanChyan-Srivastava polynomials in (1.4). LEMMA 2.1. The following generating function holds true for n ∈ N 0 :
PROOF. We introduce the closed contours " and * " 0 < " < min{|x 1 | −1 ; : : : ; |x r | −1 } in the complex -plane. These are circles of radius " (centred at = z and = 0 respectively), described in the positive (counterclockwise) direction. By Cauchy's integral formula for the derivatives D z := d=dz, we have
The definition (1.4) can be used to observe further that
which, in association with (2.2), yields the generating function (2.1) asserted by Lemma 2.1. REMARK 1. By setting n = m and n = 0 in the assertion (2.1) of Lemma 2.1, we obtain the following simpler generating functions:
respectively. [5] Some new results for the Lagrange polynomials in several variables 247 LEMMA 2.2. The following summation identity holds true:
Here and subsequently
PROOF. First of all, by applying the generating functions (1.4) and (2.1), we have
where, for convenience,
Thus, in view of the Cauchy integral formula again, we have
By a change of variable given by
(2.5) readily yields
where the closed contour * 1=" in the complex -plane is a circle (centred at = 0) of radius 1=", which is described in the positive (counterclockwise) direction.
Since, by hypothesis,
it is easy to see that
is a polynomial in , and hence it is analytic under these constraints on the nonnegative integers p, m, r , n 1 ; · · · ; n r and k 1 ; · · · ; k r . Thus, for convenience, if we put
it follows (by the Cauchy residue theorem) that
It is easily seen from the definition (1.4) that
which, upon setting x = 1, immediately yields
By appropriately combining (2.6) and (2.8), we obtain the summation identity (2.4) asserted by Lemma 2.2.
Clearly, Lemma 2.2 is equivalent to the following result:
Next, since (by definition) we have
it readily follows from (1.8) that (see also [9, Page 15])
Furthermore, it is easily seen by setting m = 0 in (2.9) that
By making use of (1.7), (1.8) and (2.9)-(2.11), our main summation formula involving the multivariable Lagrange polynomials g
n .x/ is given by Theorem 2.3 below.
PROOF. Upon setting
which precisely is the assertion (2.12) of Theorem 2.3. 
PROOF. Applying the relationship (1.3) in the form
we find that
By means of (2.12), the right-hand side equals
(2.14)
Finally, the assertion (2.13) of Corollary 2.5 follows immediately upon setting y = x.x − 1/=.x + 1/ in (2.14).
Alternatively, since [ 
it is easily seen that
which, in light of (2.12), readily yields the assertion (2.13) of Corollary 2.5. 
Consequently, by applying (2.12), we arrive at the following summation formula analogous to (2.13):
REMARK 5. By setting
and considering the special case when p ≥ n 1 + n 2 + 1, (2.18) would yield the following known result for the classical Jacobi polynomials P REMARK 6. In its special case when n 1 = n 2 = m, we find from the assertion (2.13) of Corollary 2.5 that
which, upon setting m = 0, yields the following interesting sum:
(2.20)
Further results and consequences
For a nonnegative integer n, the Laguerre polynomials L .Þ/ n .x/ of index Þ and degree n in x are defined by
The Laguerre polynomials L .Þ/ n .x/ and the Jacobi polynomials P .Þ;þ/ n .x/ are indeed related by means of the following familiar limit relationship [7, Page 131, Equation 2.5(1)]:
Making use of (3.1), we find from (2.19) with
which, upon setting m = 0, yields the following companion of (2.20):
REMARK 7. By setting
and using (2.7), (2.12) would yield the following result:
Thus, by equating the coefficients of x p , we find from (3.2) that
and [12] 
Furthermore, if we set Þ = 1 in (3.3) and (3.4), we get
Next, in order to find a summation formula involving two Lagrange polynomials with different indices, one of which is independent of the degree n and the other of which is dependent on the degree n, we first derive the following relationship. PROOF. We have
where the closed contour * "
.0 < " < min{|x| −1 ; |y| −1 }/ in the complex -plane is a circle of radius " (centred at = 0), which is described in the positive (counterclockwise) direction and we have tacitly assumed that |z| < min |x| −1 ; |y| −1 ; 1 − y on the contour * " . By equating the coefficients of z n in the preceding generatingfunction relationship, we immediately obtain the assertion (3.5) of Lemma 3.1. by suitably combining (1.3), (2.16), (3.6) and (3.7), we can also obtain (3.5).
We now apply the relationship (3.5) to derive some further consequences of Theorem 2.3. Indeed, in light of (3.5), the assertion (2.12) of Theorem 2.3 assumes the following form in the two-variable case. 
REMARK 9. By setting n 1 = n 2 = m in (3.8), we deduce the following summation identity for every polynomial È m .x/ of degree m in x:
By successively applying the relationships (3.5), (1.3) and (3.6), we find that which, upon setting y = x.x + 1/=2, would yield 
which, upon setting n 1 = n 2 = m, leads us at once to (2.19).
If we define ' .Þ2;··· ;Þr / k .x/ : = lim
then it is easily observed from (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) that We thus arrive at the following immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3. Numerous further corollaries and consequences of the results presented in this paper can be derived similarly.
